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(1) The waste selvage device binds weft 1 jetted up to the outside of the right edge of the woven fabric

 with several warps 2 (or with yarns from the waste-selvage cheeses) in order to apply tension to the

 weft, for an ideal selvage construction.
(2) Two types of the waste selvage devices are available: the non-stand type which uses several warps

 as waste-selvage yarns and the stand-equipped type which uses waste-selvage cheeses.
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This type uses ground warps of yarn number
count 7's to 40's, as waste-selvage yarns.

(1) Warps 1 to be used as waste-selvage yarns

 are routed through dropper 2, guides 3 and 4,

 eye 5a of tenser spring 5, and guide 6. They

 are shed with heald 7.
(2) Waste-selvage yarns 1 are routed through

 reed 8 and bound with weft 9 at the cloth fell

 area. They are further routed through temple

 10 and cut off from the woven fabric with weft

 cutter 11.
(3) The cut-off waste-selvage yarns 1 advance

 along guide rollers 12, 13, and 14 while being

 pulled down with the contact pressure

 between waste band roller 15 and contact

 roller 16, then ejected into waste-yarn box 18.

NOTE: In filament-intended versions, the

 weft band roller and contact roller are

 gear-driven types.
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(1) When tenser spring 5 holds no yarn, adjust

 tenser spring 5 at approx. 120° from the

 vertical plane as shown at left.

(2) Adjust the tension of waste-selvage yarn by

 making distance "a" 30 mm as standard, as

 shown at left.
If a waste-selvage yarn break occurs, increase

 the distance "a"; if waste-selvage yarn

 becomes slack, decrease it.

(1) Adjust yarn guide 6 up or down so that the

 tensions of upper and lower warp yarns (19
 and 20) are almost identical to each other.
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(1) How to wind yarns around the yarn beams
Standard winding (same as for the

 standequipped type)
(2) Number of waste-selvage yarns

・Standard: 12 yarns
If a waste-selvage yarn break occurs

 frequently, use 16 yarns; if it does not occur,

 you may use 8 yarns.
(3) How to draw yarns through the reed

Standard drawing

・For 8 yarns: 2 warps/dent

・For 12 yarns: 3 warps/dent

・For 16 yarns: 4 warps/dent
(4) How to draw yarns through the healds

Draw two, three, or four yarns through the

 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th heald frames in this

 order.

NOTE: If a waste-selvage yarn break occurs

 frequently, draw yarns through the

 1st, 2nd, 1st, and 2nd heald frames in

 this order. Do not use the 3rd and 4th

 heald frames.
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This type uses waste-selvage cheeses 2 on
wasteselvage stand 1 to feed waste-selvage yarns
into the machine.
Six to eight cheeses are generally used.

(1) Route yarn 3 coming from cheese 2 through

 cheese spindle 4, hook it onto yarn guide 5,

 then thread it through tenser 6.

　

NOTE: When routing yarn 3 through cheese

 spindle 4, use the threader (J8213-
01010-00).

(2) Hook yarn 3 onto rod 7 and then route it

 through wire dropper 8 and the yarn hole of

 yarn guide bar 9.
(3) Route yarn 3 through yarn guide 11

 supported on full-leno selvage bracket 10,

 yarn hole 13 provided in tenser spring 12, and

 yarn guide 14. Further route yarn 3 through

 a heald.

(1) When tenser spring 12 holds no yarn, adjust

 tenser spring 12 at approx. 120° from the

 vertical plane as shown at left.

NOTE: At the installation of the machine,

 tenser spring 12 is adjusted at

 horizontal position.
(2) Thread yarn 3 through yarn hole 13 of tenser

 spring 12.
Then, adjust tenser 6 on the cheese stand so

 that the yarn hole 13 bends down by 15-20

 mm from the position of the tenser spring

 supporting no yarn.
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Adjust yarn guide 14 up or down so that the
tensions of upper and lower warp yarns (16 and

17) are almost identical to each other.

If waste-selvage yarn 1 is broken (1a), shielding
dropper 2 falls to position (2a) so as to shield the
optical axis of photoelectric sensor 3. The
photoelectric
sensor signals the control box to stop the machine.
Fix the shielding dropper that is not in use above
by covering it with tape. Otherwise, the machine
status becomes the same as a waste-selvage yarn
break and the machine will not run.
It is necessary to clean the photoelectric sensor
periodically.
This is because if it becomes covered with fly,
fleece or size dust, unnecessary stops occur.

When using waste-selvage cams (1/1) for satin
weave or the like, set the alignment timing of
waste-selvage heald frames earlier by approx.
10°than that of ground-weave heald frames.
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(1) Yarn type
The yarn type for waste-selvage yarns shall

 be EC 23/2's as standard. The EC 24/2's and

 parched yarns may be used provided that

 they have a strength equivalent to 23/2's or

 higher.
(2) Cheese shape

Shown at left are the recommended

 dimensions and shape of a waste-selvage

 cheese.

Weave structure
Heald frames through which waste-selvage

yarns 1 to 8 shall be threaded
1/1 Plain weave 1, 2　1, 2　1, 2　1, 2
2/1 Twill weave 1, 2　3, 1　2, 3　1, 2
3/1 Twill weave 1, 2　3, 4　1, 2　3, 4
1/4 Satin weave 1, 2　3, 4　5, 1　2, 3
2/2 Twill weave 1, 3　2, 4　1, 3　2, 4
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[7.1]　When using ground heald frames

In general, thread waste-selvage yarns through the heald frames used for ground yarns, as listed

 below.

[7.2]　When using the half-leno selvage device (Klöcker) or waste-selvage
 heald frames (1/1)

■　When using the half-leno selvage device (Klöcker)

Thread waste-selvage yarns through the heald frames (1, 2) used for half-leno selvage yarns.

■　When using waste-selvage heald frames (1/1 shedding, 2 heald frames)

Add waste-selvage heald frames to the rear of the ground heald frames and then thread

 waste-selvage yarns through them.
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The waste-selvage contact roller presses
wasteselvage yarns against the waste-selvage
drive roller to pull down those yarns sandwiched
inbetween into the waste-yarn box. You can
adjust the contact pressure of the waste-selvage
contact roller.
The waste-selvage contact roller is available in
two types: Roller type and Gear type. Generally,
the former is used for spun yarns and the latter is
for filament or glass fiber yarns, but it may differ
depending upon the specifications.

■　Roller type

For the standard contact pressure, align the

 marker on waste guide 1 with biggest notch

 2A in spring stopper 2.
Contact roller 3 will be pressed against

 waste-selvage drive roller 4 by the force of the

 torsion spring.

　

NOTE: In weaving high-density fabrics or

 thick fabrics, the machine's vibration

 may be transmitted to the waste-
selvage contact roller and its related

 section, lowering the contact pressure.

 In such a case, turn spring stopper 2
 counterclockwise with a spanner to

 increase the contact pressure.

■　Gear type

For the standard contact pressure, make

 hooking hole 2B provided in spring stopper 2
 almost horizontal.
Turning spring stopper 2 counterclockwise

 increases the contact pressure.

　

NOTE: When removing or threading

 waste-selvage yarns from/through the

 related rollers (either roller type or

 gear type), pull up lever 6 in the

 direction of the arrow shown in the

 above illustrations.
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